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2/3 of BNL’s NCSP Nuclear Data 
tasks are now fully automated

Perform data verification of 
new NCSP evaluations and 
store them on GForge server 
(Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4)!
Perform QA of new NCSP 
covariance data (Q2, Q4)!
Update Atlas of Neutron 
Resonances (Q4)
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Our scheme is so useful, 
in FY14, the NNDC has 
automated many other 
tasks with same system



The last task is on track

Perform data verification of new 
NCSP evaluations and store them 
on GForge server (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4)!
Perform QA of new NCSP 
covariance data (Q2, Q4)!
Update Atlas of Neutron 
Resonances (Q4)!
• S. Mughabghab retired ~ 10 years 

ago so cannot charge NCSP!
• Integral parameters were updated 

and loaded into EXFOR database 
(#V1001)!

• Succession planning in progress 
in FY14
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In the remainder of the 
talk, I want to tell you 
about the ADVANCE 
system



Benefits of automation are clear
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! No waiting for assistance from processing code experts   
! Extensive testing with minimum effort 

"Number of new commits verified 
#1 deuteron-incident evaluation 
#5 decay evaluations 
#111 neutron-incident evaluations 

! High-quality evaluations due to extensive and frequent testing 
! Evaluation QA anywhere, anytime through Web at  

http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/b7.dev/qa/  
! Timely feedback on every change enables easier ID and correction of 

deficiencies

Expected Result  
•  Expedited submission of evaluations for CSEWG review 
•  Faster release of new evaluated data libraries 

http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/b7.dev/qa/


Why did we do it?
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What’s the Problem?  
! Data verification and data validation (V&V) is tedious, so evaluators 

usually “forget”  
! Not all evaluators know how to run the commonly used V&V codes 
! Evaluators may have different versions (read:  different bugs) of the 

same V&V code thereby producing different results 
!

What’s the solution?  
! A highly automated, modular V&V system publicly accessible to 

evaluators

Automated Data Verification and Assurance for 
Nuclear Calculations Enhancement (ADVANCE)



Outline
!

Motivation  
Benefits of ADVANCE  
The ADVANCE ND/QA System 
ADVANCE System Architecture 
ADVANCE Process Flow 
Future Directions
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http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/b7.dev/qa/index.html

http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/b7.dev/qa/index.html
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Codes used in  
ADVANCE version 0.7
! NNDC checking codes 
• STAN 
• STANEF 
• CHECKR 
• FIZCON 
• PSYCHE 

! PREPRO 
• LINEAR 
• RECENT 
• SIGMA1 

! NJOY2012 (upgraded 
from NJOY99) 
• grouping, heating, checking 
• ACE file 

! Fudge-4.0 (upgraded 
from Fudge-2.0) 
• checking 
• cross section plotting 
• xml/html5 overview 

! Other Codes 
• INTER: integral quantities 
• ACELST: ACE file overview 
• ENDF2HTM: ENDF overview 
• x4i: EXFOR data for plotting
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ADVANCE System Architecture
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Evaluation environment Integration + deployment 
environment

ENDF Evaluator NNDC Web 
Server

ENDF file commits

 Verification results

GForge Server 
(NNDC Ensemble)

Data verification

SVN check out

CI + CD Server

ENDF File Versioning

•   GForge Server as the versioning system (Subversion).  
•   Each commit to ENDF repository triggers data verification  
•   Results automatically posted on NNDC Web server



The ADVANCE ND/QA System 
(continued)

Why ControlTier?  
! Robust and reliable   
! Cost-free: Good for NNDC’s tight budget 
! Open-source: Can change system code 
! Platform independent: 100% Java 
! Most complete platform:  

"Continuous integration + continuous deployment 
! Highly scalable: Add servers + clients as needed



Code Dependencies   
•   A code may depend on output of another code.  Thus, a code may not   

    begin processing until the immediate preceding code completes.  
•   If new commit does not modify input file to a code, then the code and    

    its dependent codes are not executed. 

ADVANCE Process Flow 
Data Verification 
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Automated benchmarking is 
one of NCSP’s 5 year goals

Opportunities 
• cnp_test_suite release 
• Transport code and test suite 

donations 
- COG release 
- COG suite release 
- MCNP6 release 
- Mosteller suite of 119 tests 
- BNL 1D Sn tests 

• NNDC cluster upgrade:  
cluster size to double to 184 
Intel Xeon nodes 

• ADVANCE master node 
upgrade 

• NNDC webserver upgrade 
 
 

Challenges 
• Original ADVANCE server 

died in January 
• ControlTier project ended:  

in long term must switch control 
system to either RunDeck or 
BuildBot or similar
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We developed a software 
requirements document, 
available at ENDF QA page: 
http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/
endf/b7.dev/qa.html

http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/b7.dev/qa.html


Preparing for  
major ADVANCE update
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ADVANCE System 
Requirements
Authors: ! David A. Brown, Ramon Arcilla, Michal Herman
!  ! National Nuclear Data Center
! ! Brookhaven National Laboratory
! ! Upton, NY 11973
Date: !! July 15, 2013
Revision: ! 3

0. Introduction
The NNDC requires a continuous integration/continuous deployment (CI/CD) system as 
part of its effort to automate and simplify our workload and to ensure software and data 
quality (especially for the ENDF/B series of nuclear data libraries [ENDF]).      A 
continuous integration system is one that continually monitors a software repository 
(e.g. a subversion repository), extracts changes and builds and tests all changed 
components.  A continuous deployment system takes the results of the integration step 
and publishes them to, for example, a website.  CI/CD systems are a common tool for 
automated software Quality Assurance (QA) during software development.  CI/CD 
systems support agile development as well as more traditional approaches to software/
data development.

ADVANCE is a CI/CD tool for software and data QA and builds on off-the-shelf (e.g. 
RunDeck [RunDeck] or BuildBot [BuildBot] ) functionality.   For software projects, not 
much additional functionality is needed.  For data projects, the changes to the core 
functionality are substantial.  

Although ADVANCE has just undergone a release (v0.7) [ADVANCE], it is due for a 
major release once it includes support for code projects, distributed build and data/code 
benchmarking.  This document will serve as a guide for this and future developments to 
ADVANCE.  The final section of this document is a product review of three CI/CD 
systems which we are considering for use in the next major ADVANCE release.

In this document, we focus mainly on testing libraries written in the legacy ENDF format.  
As we move to new nuclear data format, we anticipate will need to revisit this document. 

ADVANCE System Requirements
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Rest of FY14 plans for 
ADVANCE

New Backend: BuildBot 
More reports: 

Plots of integral quantities 
(MACS, RI, Cf spect. ave.) 
Better energy balance report 
Covariance QA report 

Full library tarballs  
(ACE, gnd, gendf) 
More  
processing codes: 

CALENDF 
Fudge improvements 
NJOY improvements 

Database of errors: 
processing code error 
mining 
regressions 

Notifications 
Help pages 
Unit tests/docs 
An ADVANCE paper will 
appear in ND2013 
proceedings 
Open source release 
Prepare for 
benchmarking?
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By November 2014 Nuclear  
Data Week, CSEWG plans to  
tag ENDF/B-VII.2.β0 
! Many fixes to neutrons to address issues uncovered by 

ADVANCE (NCSP) 
! New Thermal Scattering Law data (SiO2) from NCSU 

(NCSP) 
! Many fixes to decay data from BNL planned  

(DOE-SC) 
! 63,65Cu from LANL is planned 
! Zr from BNL is planned (DOE-SC) 
! …
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